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Joel Wallach

Alex talks with veterinarian and
naturopath Joel Wallach. He has
published numerous books on dietary
deficiencies and their resultant effects.
Wallach is the author of Dead Doctors
Don't Lie. Alex also talks with regular
Friday guest, Bob Chapman of the
International Forecaster. Alex covers the
latest news and takes your calls.
Listen Now

Windows Media

The Witch Hunt Begins: Citizen Spy
Network Targets Political Speech and
Gun Owners
Infowars.com | Tyrannical campaigns
have been initiated and designed to
break up communities and turn citizens
against one another.
385 Comments

Rachael Maddow’s Faulty GunControl Argument
A.J. MacDonald, Jr. | I believe that an
armed citizenry prevents tyranny, which
is exactly why the Founders gave us the
Second Amendment to the US
Constitution.
40 Comments

Study reveals top ten violenceinducing prescription drugs
Natural News | The Institute for Safe
Medication Practices (ISMP) recently
published a study in the journal PLoS
One highlighting the worst prescription drug offenders that cause patients to become violent.
2 Comments

Video: The ‘Opportunity of Crisis’: Nixon blamed the left for ’72 shooting of George
Wallace
Aaron Dykes | Recordings show that President Nixon attempted to plant evidence that would
frame assassin Arthur Bremer as a Leftist McGovern/Kennedy supporter before Bremer’s
background or affiliation was known, just as in Tuscon.
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16 Comments

Reactionary Gun Laws Proposed in South Carolina After Arizona Shooting
Brandon Turbeville | Those who support the Constitution and ending the private Federal
Reserve are considered fringe fanatics in the eyes of the mainstream media.
15 Comments
The day in 2011 that will change your life - overnight
Featured Stories archive

Rising gasoline prices sour U.S.
consumer mood

Obama loosens travel restrictions to
Cuba

Reuters | Rising gasoline prices beat down
U.S. consumer sentiment in early January.

Washington Post | The Obama
administration on Friday announced the
broadest liberalization of travel to Cuba in a
decade, making it easier for American
students and religious and cultural groups to
visit the Communist-ruled island.

49 Comments

Dimon, Gorman, Moynihan pitch for
AIG share sale
Reuters | Some of the United States’ top
bankers descended on a law firm in midtown
Manhattan on Thursday to make a pitch for
managing what could be one of the largest
share sales in history.
12 Comments

Jobless claims jump, wholesale food
costs surge
Reuters | U.S. jobless claims jumped to
their highest level since October last week
while food and energy costs lifted producer
prices in December.
42 Comments
Why your local Hospital could soon shut
down
Economic crisis archive

ADVERTISEMENTS - SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

20 Comments

Despite risks, Obama ready to press
China on human rights
Washington Post | President Obama is
planning to refocus attention on China’s
record of suppressing free speech and
political freedom in the coming weeks,
despite the risk of further destabilizing an
important relationship after a contentious
year.
26 Comments

Chinese Yuan; A new world reserve
currency?
Economic Assassin | Twelve days into the
New Year (2011) and China has already set
the wheels in motion to use their most
powerful weapon, the Yuan, in order to
combat inflation.
40 Comments

Pulled Over for an Illegal Left Turn;
Ended Up Beaten Bloody
Denver Westword | Alexander Landau got
pulled over for an illegal left turn — and
ended up being beaten bloody.

Midas Resources and Genesis
Communications Network have teamed
up to bring you the best deal ever
offered on Gold!
World news archive

79 Comments

Revealed: Second undercover police
officer who posed as activist
Guardian UK | Spy spent four years living
in Leeds and played a central role in
planning a demonstration to shut down the
Drax power station.
12 Comments

Texas Cops Write Tickets On Six Year
Olds
Brett Singer | Disrupting class. Fighting.
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U.S. Promises to be in Afghanistan
Beyond 2014
New York Times | Biden met with Karzai
and promised a lasting American
commitment to the country well beyond
2014, when NATO forces are scheduled to
turn over security of the nation to Afghan
forces.
45 Comments

‘US behind instability in Lebanon’
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Brett Singer | Disrupting class. Fighting.
Misbehaving on the school bus. All may
result in tickets.
104 Comments
GUNS FOR FOOD. Drop guns and take
bread line voucher to station #4
Police state archive

Police surveillance row grows as third
undercover officer identified
Telegraph | A third undercover police
officer has been identified as the
controversy over police surveillance tactics
continues to grow.
4 Comments

Using Tragedy as Pretext for Tyranny
Joe Wolverton, II | Political organizations
and advocacy groups around the country are
curtailing or canceling their planned
activities and advertisements.
10 Comments

Judge says government need not
disclose air traveler security images
CNN | A federal judge in Washington has
ruled the Department of Homeland Security
can keep from public view 2,000 “wholebody” images taken at airport checkpoints.
12 Comments
Big Brother archive
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‘US behind instability in Lebanon’
Press TV | Iran’s ambassador to Beirut says
Washington’s interferences resulted in the
failure of Saudi Arabian and Syrian efforts to
stabilize Lebanon.
14 Comments

U.S. and China say deeper military ties
needed to avoid missteps
Reuters | Defense Secretary Robert Gates
and his Chinese counterpart said on Monday
stronger military ties were needed to avoid
missteps between the two global giants,
whose forces have pushed up against each
other in Asia.
29 Comments
Why Almost Everyone Is Wrong About
How To Prepare For the The Coming
Food Shortage!
World at war archive

Loose Change. Next Scapegoat in
Arizona Shooting?
Kurt Nimmo | In the next few days, we can
expect the corporate media to claim the
mental case Loughner was a 9/11 truther.
111 Comments

More Than 3,000 Survivors Of The WTC
Attacks Experience Long-Term PostTraumatic Stress Disorder
Medical News Today | Nearly 10 years
after the greatest human-made disaster in
U.S. history– the destruction of the World
Trade Center (WTC) towers — there has
been little research documenting the attacks’
consequences among those most directly
affected — the survivors who escaped the
World Trade Center towers

Toxic Tower Damaged on 9/11 Finally
Coming Down

RTT | United States Vice-President Joseph
Biden has urged the Pakistani government to
intensify the fight against terror outfits,
especially al-Qaeda, which he said continued
to plot attacks against America from remote
areas of the country.
15 Comments
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8 Comments

Biden Urges Pakistan To Intensify Fight
Against Terrorism

LOGIN TO INFOWARS.COM

ABC | The contaminated bank tower stood
shrouded in black netting for years over
ground zero, filled with toxic dust and the
remains of 9/11 victims. It stayed where it
was, not coming down even as the towers at
the World Trade Center site slowly began to
rise.
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16 Comments
September 11 archive

Author Brad Meltzer was recruited in
government agency, ‘horrified’ at how
easy it is to attack U.S.
NY Daily News | In 2004 I was recruited
by the Department of Homeland Security for
its Red Cell program.
66 Comments

Patriot Act, a Nazi law: Ex-CIA official
Press TV | The United States Patriot Act is
similar to the legislation carried out by the
Nazi Germany in the World War II era, a
former CIA officer says.
99 Comments

Congress quietly prepares to renew
Patriot Act

INFOWARS RESEARCH PAGES

David Edwards and Stephen Webster |
Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI) has introduced a
little-noticed bill that intends to once again
renew controversial provisions of the Bush
administration’s USA Patriot Act that are due
to expire this year.

States' Rights and Sovereignty
Martial Law

23 Comments

Third gun control bill proposed since
Tucson shootings
Sahil Kapur | Rep. Gary Ackerman, a
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Sahil Kapur | Rep. Gary Ackerman, a
Democrat from New York, is the third
congressman to propose a gun control bill.
55 Comments

Germany bans sales of eggs, poultry and
pork meat from 934 more farms amid
dioxin scare
Canadian Business | German authorities
have banned sales of eggs, poultry and pork
from a further 934 farms amid new fears
that livestock feed has been tainted with the
cancer-causing chemical dioxin.
9 Comments

J&J faults cleaning procedures in
massive recalls
Reuters | Johnson & Johnson faulted lax
cleaning procedures and other problems at a
manufacturing plant behind massive recalls
of medicines like Tylenol, and said it was
recalling nearly 50 million more bottles and
packages of consumer medicines.
2 Comments

FDA: Severe liver injury associated with
dronedarone use
Modern Medicine | Severe liver injury,
including 2 cases of acute liver failure
leading to liver transplant in patients treated
with the medication, has been associated
with the use of dronedarone (Multaq),
according to an FDA Drug Safety
Communication announcement.
5 Comments
Medical tyranny archive

AZ Enacts Funeral Buffer Zone
Legislation as Westboro Baptist
Protesters Arrive in Tucson
First Amendment Law Prof Blog | The
law prohibits picketing or other protest
activities within 300 feet of a funeral or
burial service.

FEATURED VIDEOS

154 Comments
Economic Forecast Latest Breaking
News
Constitution in Focus archive

The app that can read your mind:
iPhone brainwave detector arrives (it
was only a matter of time)
Daily Mail | It’s a device that would be
more at home on the set of a Star Wars
movie than the streets of Britain.

Mark Dice: Brad Meltzer Revealed & Inside The
Illuminati. See the rest on the Alex Jones YouTube
channel.

86 Comments

Weather radar shows something
unusual around time birds fell
TodaysTHV.come | The National Weather
Service in North Little Rock examined a
speck on the radar that showed up around
the same time all the birds fell out of the
sky from alleged trauma on New Year’s Eve.
96 Comments

Calgary fluoride debate delayed to Jan.
26 to allow more input
Homeland Security Cancels ‘Virtual
Fence’ After $1 Billion Is Spent
New York Times | The Department of
Homeland Security on Friday canceled a
project to build a technology-based “virtual
fence” across the Southwest border, saying
that the effort — on which $1 billion has
already been spent — was ineffective and
too costly.
46 Comments

Mexican gunman fires across border
toward U.S. highway workers
Mail Online | Four U.S. road workers were
shot at by at least one gunman using a
high-powered rifle from across the Mexico
border.
10 Comments

Calgary Herald | Council will delay deciding
on the future of fluoride in Calgary’s water
system until a public hearing later this
month.
16 Comments

Tucson shooting victim arrested after
making threat
Reuters | A victim of last week’s Arizona
shooting rampage was arrested on Saturday
and ordered to undergo a mental evaluation
after threatening a Tea Party leader during
the taping of a television show, police said.
No Comments

Reagan’s son: Father showed signs of
Alzheimer’s in White House

NBC San Diego | A border agent is accused
of harboring his undocumented father.

CNN | (CNN) – Former President Ronald
Reagan’s youngest son suggests in a new
book that his father showed signs of
Alzheimer’s disease while he was in the
White House.

26 Comments

POLITICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Science & technology archive

Border Agent’s Home Had Secret Room:
Feds

Border control & illegal immigration
archive

Mancow Muller: Their Facade is Over. See the rest on
the Alex Jones YouTube channel.

18 Comments

Jared Loughner Posed With a Glock and
a G-String
Iraqi soldiers kill two U.S. soldiers in
Mosul
Reuters | (Reuters) – Two U.S. soldiers
were killed and a third was injured when two
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ABC | A Walgreens in Tuscon, Ariz. turned
over to police racy photos of gunman Jared
Loughner with a Glock and a G-string that
were taken to the store to be developed the
night before the shooting rampage that left
six people dead and 14 wounded.
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were killed and a third was injured when two
Iraqi soldiers opened fire on U.S. troops
during training in the northern city of Mosul
on Saturday, Iraqi army sources said.
6 Comments
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six people dead and 14 wounded.
13 Comments
U.S. News archive

Report: Kuwaiti prime minister visiting
Iraq
CNN | Kuwait’s prime minister will meet top
Iraqi officials in Baghdad Wednesday, state
media reported, the highest-level Kuwaiti
visit to Iraq since Saddam Hussein invaded
the smaller country in 1990.
1 Comment

Tony Blair to appear before Iraq war
inquiry on 21 January
Guardian | Tony Blair, summoned back to
the inquiry into the Iraq invasion in light of
damaging and conflicting evidence revealed
since he answered questions a year ago, is
to appear before Sir John Chilcot on 21
January, it has been revealed.
11 Comments
Iraq archive

Political discourse IS violent rhetoric
The Emptiness | As could be expected
after the shootings last weekend in Tuscon
AZ, fingers are being pointed at right-wing
politics.
6 Comments

Man Arrested for Allegedly Threatening
Democratic Rep. McDermott
Wall Street Journal | The Justice
Department filed a criminal complaint in
Seattle federal court Wednesday against a
California man for allegedly making
threatening phone calls to U.S. Rep. Jim
McDermott’s office.
8 Comments

How Safe Is It To Be a Congressman?

Iran opens atom sites to foreign envoys
AFP | TEHRAN — Iran opened the doors of
its two atomic facilities to foreign diplomats
Saturday, in a rare move to drum up
support just days before talks with world
powers about its sensitive nuclear
programme.
3 Comments

Israel calls for attack on Iran
Press TV | Netanyahu has called for “a
credible military option against Iran” to force
Tehran to end its nuclear energy program.
32 Comments

Iran announces new satellite launch
plan
CNN | Iran will launch a new satellite by
late March, according to the Fars News
Agency.
11 Comments
Iran archive

Lew Rockwell | Congress critters have less
of a chance of being killed than the rest of
us.
36 Comments
Race for the nomination archive

“I Am Deeply Embarrassed By This
IDIOT Who’s Totally In The Service of
the Bankers”
The Daily Bail | Max Keiser on Obama.
Classic.
96 Comments

Media guide for the journalistically
challenged
Big Journalism | Loughner himself, not the
media’s rhetoric, was the cause of the
Tuscon shootings.
8 Comments

American Company Teams Up With
Country Star Mark Wills To Keep Jobs
In America
Infowars.com | Song empowers the
listener with not only a sense of hope, but
also, and more importantly a sense of
responsibility.
15 Comments
Media archive
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